Abstract. The finite-element linear analysis model in the typical rotor system is established by finite element method to analyze the modality and critical speed. The result shows that modes of vibration change greatly with different modalities in the rotor system. Torsion angle of the rotor increases gradually along the rotor axis and it gradually tends to a stable state near the turntable. Three order critical speeds in rotor bearing system are 190 rad/s, 442rad/s and 890rad/s. With the support from rigid support to elastic support, the critical speed greatly reduces.
Introduction
In the vibrating machine with variable load such as long distance vibrating conveyer and probability vibrating screen, the loads change greatly and most are shock load and alternate load, which short the life of the vibration motor as power source and vibration source. At the same time the multi-diameter plastoelastic deformation will accelerate the vibration motor failure [1] [2] [3] [4] . Therefore doing the harmonic analysis to rationally design the size and structure is one of the main to solve premature failure in such situations. The finite element analysis has a very wide application in engineering. And the finite element model and mesh generation are the main factors in effecting the analysis speed and accuracy. Reasonable modeling and mesh generation can make the analysis fast and accurate. While improper modeling and mesh generation will slow the solving speed, increase the error and even stop the solution. So combined with practical work, the vibration and critical speed analysis are done based on the finite element method in this paper.
Finite element calculation and computational model
The 3D model of the rotor system is made up of the rotor, other rigid bodies, low end coupling, gearbox and high end coupling. And when making model, the order is followed. Flexible part is included in the model and small time step is set to ensure the computer accuracy, which may increase the computing time greatly and reduce efficiency. So in the calculation the model in close to the real condition is simplified. In the vibrating system, without considering the mass of the transmission axis, the prime mover, driving gear, driven gear and load are set as four moment of inertia elements. Therefore the model is 4 of freedom torsional vibration system. The freedoms are the vibration
θ . So the system -analysis models are follows. [ 
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P is the load array.
The rotor system is simplified in computing. The rotor is simplified as the rigid disc and revolving axis is simplified as the elastic axis with a distributed mass. The revolving axis and the rotor are described as the axis element and the disk element. The axis element is taken as the elastic element, and there are the left and right nodes in each axis element. The disk element is taken as the inertial element with a lumped mass, append to one node of the axis element. 3D model of the rotor is shown in Fig.1 . The vibration of the rotor is the key point in this paper. So the grid is divided and modal calculation is done to obtain the response results of the torsional vibration. 
Rotor dynamic analysis
The modes of vibration of all orders are showed in Fig.2 . The mode of vibration is max in the first-order modal. While in the second-order modal the mode shows the S-shape change. In third-order modal, there is a hill -shaped model of vibration. And the change occurs slowly in the forth-order modal. A diagram of the rotor in different locations, with angular changes is shown in Fig.3 . Along the rotor axis, torsion angle increases greatly. And it gradually tends to a stable state near the turntable. Traditionally amplitude for synchronous forward whirl is only considered in calculation the critical speed. That is because in the rotor operation the synchronous forward whirling dominates the rotor vibration, owing to the unbalanced force. The critical speed generally refers to the speed with synchronous forward whirl. From the Campbell chart 4, three order critical speeds in rotor bearing system are 190 rad/s, 442rad/s and 890rad/s. Therefore with the support from rigid support to elastic support, the critical speed greatly reduces.
Fig 4 Campbell chart of the rotor

Conclusions
The finite-element linear analysis model in the typical rotor system is established by finite element method to analyze the modality and critical speed. The result shows that modes of vibration change greatly with different modalities in the rotor system. Torsion angle of the rotor increases gradually along the rotor axis and it gradually tends to a stable state near the turntable. Three order critical speeds in rotor bearing system are 190 rad/s, 442rad/s and 890rad/s. With the support from rigid support to elastic support, the critical speed greatly reduces.
